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NEW QUESTION: 1
A developer needs to deploy a new version to an AWS Elastic
Beanstalk application How can the developer accomplish this
task?
A. Upload and deploy the new application version in the Elastic
Beanstalk console
B. Use the eb init CLI command to deploy a new version '
C. Modify the ebextensions folder to add a source option to
services
D. Terminate the current Elastic Beanstalk environment and
create a new one
Answer: A
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which competitors1 equipment can be managed by SMC 2.0 ? ()
(Multiple Choice)
A. Cisco C series endpoints
B. Lifesize' end points
C. Radvision's MCU
D. Polycom's HDX series enpoints
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Give the code fragment:
What is the result?
A. word: why what when
B. word: why word: why what word: why what when
C. Compilation fails.
D. word: why word: what word: when
Answer: A
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